Week 4: Reflection, Authentic Listening, and Boundaries

• Review From Last Week

• Intro

  * Preparation → Experiment → Reflection*

• Main
  
  o In a leadership position, when should the process of reflection take place? What about a TA position?

  o Listen Authentically
    
    “Listen” VS “Hear”

  o Consensual Relationships

    *Consensual relationships to which the OSU policy applies are those romantic, intimate or sexual relationships where one of the parties has institutional responsibility for or authority over the other or is involved in evaluation of the other party, whether the other party is an employee or a student.*

    *An employee shall not exercise academic responsibility (instructional, evaluative or supervisory) for any student with whom the employee has a consensual relationship.*

    Detailed information available here:
    
    http://oregonstate.edu/dept/affact/consensual-relationships-policy

• Looking Forward
  
  o Week 5 TA’ing Suggestions
    
    ▪ Make considerations for student behaviors. Overall, this is week 5, midterms and some deadlines are sneaking up 😊